With Just Four Strings
(An anthem dedicated to the global Ukulele community)

Words & Music by Michael Lynch "UKULELE MIKE"

Refrain

C C#dim Dm F

With just four strings we can build a world of peace.

G7 Dm G7 C C sus4

With just four strings we can build a world of peace.

C C7

With just four strings. With just four strings. last time repeat

Verses

C C#dim Dm F G7 Dm

1. With in our hands we hold an instrument of peace. With each strum we can
2. Throughout the world it can make all people one. No matter if we're

G7 C C7 F Ebdim C

make all sadness cease. With each note we can make the whole world sing.

Fm C G7 C C sus4 C go to refrain

With just four strings.

With just four strings.
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